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SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT THE CURRENT ENVIRONMENT 

 AND 

 WHAT THE FUTURE MAY HOLD FOR INVESTORS 

 

• A look at history shows that time after time sharp reactions in the stock market, 

particularly on the downside, are followed by equally sharp rebounds to the 

upside (past performance is not indicative of future results). Investors always 

overreact initially, and then as group sanity returns things tend to settle down. It 

is one of the reasons that being a contrarian can be a helpful point of view when 

it seems that everyone in on one side of an issue. This has been true of human 

nature since time immemorial. There is a classic book that should be required 

reading for anyone in the investment business, Extraordinary Popular Delusions 

And The Madness Of Crowds by Charles Mackay.  

• We just experienced the quickest, sharpest recession and bear market in our 

history. It reached its crescendo on March 23rd and reversed with a vengeance 

just as crowd psychology was at its worst. Most bull markets have been fomented 

on top of a wall of worry as the market in its infinite wisdom began to look 

forward and discount a better future. As the first Baron Rothschild said after 

making a fortune on British Gilt-Edged Bonds during the Napoleonic Wars after 

Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo. “Buy on the cannons and sell on the bells.” 

Unfortunately, most investors have difficulty being sanguine when their diapers 

are moist with fear. It is why they invariably are forced to play catch-up after the 

market turns up. 

• After the market turned in March, it rose amid a chorus of naysayers who 

paraded across the screens on CNBC and Fox Business solemnly telling us to 

expect a test of the lows and probably a severe downturn that would undercut 

those lows. If you are a regular reader of Reveille, you know that we were 

progressively more and more skeptical that would happen. The few indicators 

that we have relied on over the years to alert us to market bottoms were all 

pointing to the probability that March 23rd was probably the low. The question 

then became what kind of recovery to expect. Again, we had a parade of market 

sages calling for a long recovery or a “U” shaped recovery that would take some 

https://www.amazon.com/Extraordinary-Popular-Delusions-Madness-Crowds/dp/1539849589/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?crid=1OW02AH7EOO83&dchild=1&keywords=extraordinary+popular+delusions+and+the+madness+of+crowds&qid=1595522097&s=books&sprefix=popular+del%2Caps%2C178&sr=1-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUFJQTZGNzczWkVKQ08mZW5jcnlwdGVkSWQ9QTA0MzcwNTVZNUs1VFhOOU5SNDMmZW5jcnlwdGVkQWRJZD1BMDE1NzMwMDFGOENPMFhES042UFImd2lkZ2V0TmFtZT1zcF9hdGYmYWN0aW9uPWNsaWNrUmVkaXJlY3QmZG9Ob3RMb2dDbGljaz10cnVl
https://www.amazon.com/Extraordinary-Popular-Delusions-Madness-Crowds/dp/1539849589/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?crid=1OW02AH7EOO83&dchild=1&keywords=extraordinary+popular+delusions+and+the+madness+of+crowds&qid=1595522097&s=books&sprefix=popular+del%2Caps%2C178&sr=1-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUFJQTZGNzczWkVKQ08mZW5jcnlwdGVkSWQ9QTA0MzcwNTVZNUs1VFhOOU5SNDMmZW5jcnlwdGVkQWRJZD1BMDE1NzMwMDFGOENPMFhES042UFImd2lkZ2V0TmFtZT1zcF9hdGYmYWN0aW9uPWNsaWNrUmVkaXJlY3QmZG9Ob3RMb2dDbGljaz10cnVl
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time to play out. There were a few looking for a “V” shaped recovery, but not 

many with conviction. We were in the “V” camp more and more as the market 

continued to rebound, and then convinced that we were right when we began to 

get positive economic releases that showed we were rebounding. These releases 

were not only above consensus expectations but were in fact historical records in 

many cases. The number of Jobs, Retail Sales, Durable Goods, and Manufacturing 

all blew away the estimates.  

• Let us look at the relative attractiveness of investment alternatives. How about 

Bonds? If you compare Bonds to Stocks using the Fed Model, you find that the 

S&P 500 is selling at an 87% discount to the Ten-Year Treasury Bond. The 

comparison is determined by taking the yield on the Ten-Year, 0.585% and 

comparing it to the earnings yield on the S&P 500 based on twelve-month 

forward estimates. According to I.B.E.S, analysts believe the S&P 500 will earn 

$145.5 in the next twelve months, and that is likely to rise as the economy 

recovers. Dividing that by the S&P 500 index give an earnings yield of 4.5%. If you 

want to look at the relationship another way, you can compare P/E ratios. The 

reciprocal of the S&P 500 earnings yield is its P/E, currently 22X on forward 

earnings. Taking the reciprocal of the Ten-Year Bond yield gives you a P/E of 170. 

The point is that bonds are overvalued to stocks on an historical basis.  There is 

an old adage that money goes where it is treated the best, and clearly that is in 

the stock market right now. I would add further that when inflation is considered, 

bond yields are currently negative. In other words, when your bonds mature, you 

will have lost purchasing power. This is one of the reasons that Gold has been so 

strong. 

• From a longer-term perspective, there are some interesting similarities between 

1982 and 2020. In 1982 the Baby Boomers were just entering that fifteen-year 

time frame when their earnings were the highest and their consumption the 

greatest. Currently, the Millennials are in that exact same time frame. If history 

rhymes, we could see good things happen in the stock market for some time. It 

obviously will not be without corrections and drawdowns, but we should see 

substantially higher prices in the years ahead. 

• If I had to try and map out how I believe things are going to play out over the 

next one or two years, I would first give the caveat that things are always subject 

to change and the market is a living organism that has to be analyzed and reacted 

to, so strategy is an ongoing effort. Nevertheless, if history tells us anything, it is 

to have a bullish bias. Somewhere in here, or in the near future, we are going to 
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get a 3-5% correction. That is perfectly normal and happens on average about 

three times a year. When it comes, it will be met with alarm and calls that the 

bull has run its course. Do not believe it. We could easily see a hiccup in the 

recovery due to the reaction of some governors and mayors to the uptick in 

COVID-19 cases since our reopening. I believe we are likely to see new highs on 

the S&P 500 by year end, possibly kicked off by the reelection of President 

Trump. 2021 should see the economy continue to recover and we could 

potentially see the strongest GDP since the Reagan years.   

• Let us look at a couple of interesting signals we’ve gotten recently and see what 

they have presaged historically. 

 

1. Sentiment: The American Association of Individual Investors (AAII) polls its 

members weekly on whether they are bullish or bearish. It is generally 

regarded as a pretty good contrary indicator at extremes. If you watch the 

financial shows or read the headlines, you might be forgiven for thinking 

that everyone is bullish. It simply is not true. The Put/Call Ratio remains 

elevated and the AAII poll of its members just tied a record by notching its 

22nd week in a row of more bears than bulls. The last time it did this was in 

December 28, 1990. Here is what happened subsequent to that prior 

signal. It was a good ten years to be long, despite the fact that within the 

next 12 days after this signal the market had a 5% drawdown. 

  
Source: Ciovacco Capital Management 
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2. What about the VXO, the Volatility or Fear Index? After its rare spike as 

the market bottomed in March, it has fallen sharply, and as of Friday, July 

24 has had 7 closes below its 200-day moving average. That has happened 

on only two other occasions in the last thirty-four years, in 1987 and in 

2008. 

   
Source: Ciovacco Capital Management 

  

 

Wonder what happened on the two prior occasions? Despite a potential 

short-term drawdown or correction, the next one, two, three, four and 

five years rewarded investors significantly. 

 
Source: Ciovacco Capital Management 

 

Good things happened to investors willing to hold their positions and buy  

weakness. 
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3. Has momentum stalled? I would argue that it has not and that we are in a 

confirmed uptrend with improving breadth. It is not only Tech and 

Growth. The Russell 2000 Smallcap Index has 2000 stocks in it. It 

experienced one of its strongest rallies in history in 2002-2003 and in late 

2008-2009 based on the ROC or Rate of Change and has just experienced 

its strongest rally, yet off the March lows. 

 
Source: Ciovacco Capital Management 

 

Wonder what happened following those two previous smoking rallies?  

 
Source: Ciovacco Capital Management 
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As you can see, the next six months, one year, two years, three years and 

four years were very rewarding for investors. And that is the performance 

following the initial rallies. Interestingly both prior signals came in July. 

Maybe history will rhyme. (past performance is not indicative of future 

results). 

 

4. What about politics? Will the election affect the outlook? I would expect a 

Biden victory to be taken poorly based on the demonstrated success of 

President Trump’s policies. In my opinion, Reversing Trump’s economic 

policies in favor of higher taxes, reallocation of spending into social 

programs and intense focus on more Progressive legislation would have an 

extremely negative response by all investors in US equities. What is the 

likelihood of that happening? I think it is small, but in politics you never 

know. History would tell us to expect the incumbent to prevail. 

Those are my thoughts. We’ll know what political environment to expect in 

the next 100 days and we’ll continue to try and draw on historical precedents 

to help us navigate the signals given by the stock market.  

                  John S. Wilson, CFA       July 28, 2020 
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